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tion which the Kaiser had mentioned the day before. Eng-
land would be compelled to take counter-measures, and
English public opinion would not be likely to sanction any
"political agreement" between the countries at a moment
when both were increasing naval expenditures.
After all these points had been noted down for further
discussion by the London and Berlin Governments, Lord
Haldane returned to England, carrying in his pocket the
draft of the proposed German Navy Law. This had been
confidentially given to him by the Kaiser, with permission
to show it privately to his colleagues, although its contents
was still unknown to the Reichstag and the.German public,
As it was a bulky document requiring technical knowledge,
Haldane had not attempted to study it in Berlin. When
he handed it over to Winston Churchill and the Admiralty
for examination, they believed that it would entail very
serious naval expenditures on the part of both England
and Germany. The British therefore drew up and for-
warded to Berlin a memorandum calling attention not
merely to the three new capital ships contemplated, but to
the great increase in personnel and expenditure by which
Germany was proposing to provide for her new Third
Squadron. To meet it England would have to lay down
two keels to one for every capital ship added to the German
Navy above the existing law; and she would make a further
concentration of the Fleet in Home Waters, all involving
£18,500,000 spread over the next six years.. Public opinion
would hardly regard these serious measures and counter-
measures as appropriate to the coincident reestablishment
of cordial relations.168 In other words, as Metternich
bluntly reported, the "political agreement'7 was in danger
of being shipwrecked on the Navy Law. To save the former,
Germany must abandon or greatly modify the latter. In
fact Grey told him flatly a few days later that it would be
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